This paper addresses a real-life 1.5D cutting stock problem, which arises in a make-to-order plastic company. The problem is to choose a subset from the set of stock rectangles to be used for cutting into a number of smaller rectangular pieces so as to minimize total production cost and meet orders. The total production cost includes not only material wastage, as in traditional cutting stock problems, but also production time. A variety of factors are taken into account, like cutter knife changes, machine restrictions, due dates and other work in progress limitations. These restrictions make the combinatorial structure of the problem more complex. As a result, existing algorithms and mathematical models are no longer appropriate. Thus we developed a new 1.5D cutting stock model with multiple objectives and multi-constraints and solve this problem in an incomplete enumerative way. The computational results show that the solution procedure is easy to implement and works very well. Ó 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a real-life 1.5-dimensional cutting stock problem arising in a make-to-order plastic company specializing in cutting large rectangle plastic stock sheets (input sheets) into smaller rectangular pieces (output sheets). The same problem arises frequently in steel industry for steel sheet coil cutting. The problem that arises is that customers may want sheets longer than the available stock sheet length. Instead, several smaller ones are offered so that the total length of the sheets meet the demand. Those, which are smaller than K in length, will not be accepted. The holding cost is high and demand for the same material is rarely repeated in the short term. As a result, the ÔoverrunsÕ or Ôleft oversÕ (Washer, 1990) , and output sheets smaller than K in length are regarded as material wastage (trim loss). Since the component lengths of the sheets to be cut out are not specified, this problem is not a classical 2D cutting stock problem. The problem has similarities to the one-dimensional cutting stock problem with more complex combinatorial conditions. So we call it 1.5DCSP. Further explanation of the problem structure will be given in Section 2.
The company requires a production plan in order to cut down both material wastage and time wastage and in turn, boost productivity and efficiency in the plastic department. This is a multi-objective problem, where trim loss and production time are to be optimized. These objectives are conflicting and a tradeoff must be made. In addition, manufacturing constraints add more complexity to the problem. These are discussed further in Section 2.
Theoretically, one-and two-dimensional cutting stock problems are NP-hard as shown in Johnson (1979) . Thus, it is quite time consuming to solve exactly some practical problem. Approximate procedures are frequently used to solve this type of problem. Sequential heuristic procedure (SHP), LP (linear programming) based methods (LP) (Haessler, 1980) and metaheuristics are the three main procedures. For a detailed survey see Dyckhoff (1990) , Haessler and Sweeney (1991) , Dowsland and Dowsland (1992) and Lodi et al. (2002) .
Although LP is not sufficiently flexible to consistency solve problems with multi-objectives or with various additional restrictions appearing in practice, there are still quite a few papers solving this kind of problem with LP-based approach (de Carvalho and Rodrigues, 1995; Diegel et al., 1996; Dyckhoff, 1981; Gilmore and Gomory, 1965; Haessler, 1980; Washer, 1990; Zak, 2002) . Gilmore and Gomory (1965) presented an LP method for solving the two-dimensional stock cutting problem with the restriction that the cutting has to be done in stages. Haessler (1980) improved the work done by Gomory in 1961 and 1963 by placing restrictions on the number of times a given ordered item can appear in a pattern. This led to LP solutions with the same trim loss values and fewer patterns. Dyckhoff (1981) stated that the LP model developed by Gomory (1961, 1963) did not work in some situations. He presented another LP model that had advantages when there were many items to be cut or there were a large number of stock items. The model is also able to deal with instances where the trim loss is not valueless and can be used later in the cutting process. de Carvalho and Rodrigues (1995) and Zak (2002) followed the LP solution to solve some realistic multistage cutting stock problems, in which every stage except the last one produces intermediate products.
Papers that address realistic multi-objective, multi-constrained CSP using problem specific mathematical models and solve them using a heuristic include Coverdale and Wharton, 1976; Chu and Antonio, 1999; Haessler, 1971; Haessler, 1975; McDiarmid, 1999; Nonas and Thorstenson, 2000; Sinuany-Stern and Weiner, 1994) . Pure SHPs have been shown to increase the trim loss because of so-called ending conditions (Haessler and Sweeney, 1991) . The first documented SHP capable of finding better solutions than those found manually by schedulers was described by Haessler (1971) . In Haessler (1975) , a stock cutting problem, where the trim loss is not the only consideration, was formulated such that it had a certain aspiration level. If the aspiration level is not reached in one iteration, it is lowered for the next iteration. This continues until a solution is found within the aspiration level. The work from Haessler (1971) was developed by Coverdale and Wharton (1976) to consider other factors besides simply trim loss (e.g., set up time for the machine operators). Sinuany-Stern and Weiner (1994) considered the cutting stock problem with two objectives. Belov and Scheithauer (2003) designed a sequential heuristic to minimize material input while restricting the number of open stacks to any given limit. Also, there are a number of ways in which LPM and SHP are used together to obtain the best possible answer to a given class of Cutting and Packing problems (Sweeney and Haessler, 1990; Goulimis, 1990; Hendry et al., 1996; Gradišar et al., 1999; Richard, 1996) .
Metaheuristic techniques are a frequently used tool for the approximate solution of hard combinatorial optimization problems. The impact of these techniques on the practical solution of the problems, which are too complex to be solved efficiently with other heuristics, is impressive. Dowsland (1993) presented one of the first metaheuristic approaches to a two-dimensional strip packing problem. Her simulated annealing algorithm explores both feasible solutions and solutions in which some of the items over-lap. Jakobs (1996) proposed a genetic algorithm for a two-dimensional strip packing problem. Lodi et al. (1998 Lodi et al. ( , 1999a developed tabu search algorithms for two-dimensional bin packing problems. The main characteristic of Lodi et al., 1999a approach is the adoption of search a scheme and a neighborhood which are independent of the specific packing problem to be solved. An extension of the approach by Dowsland and Dowsland (1992) to two-dimensional bin packing (as well as to its three-dimensional generalization) was recently proposed by Faero et al. (2003) . They used similar neighborhood and search strategies within a guided local search approach.
In our problem, there are many objectives to be satisfied and many restrictions to be considered in the cutting operations. Our problem cannot be solved efficiently using LP, because almost all the input sheets are different in length, and the pattern oriented (Haessler and Sweeney, 1991) procedure is based on the assumption that there are only a few standard stock sizes. We will present an algorithm called the iterative sequential heuristic procedure. The basic idea originates from SHPs where cutting patterns are generated and used sequentially until all the requirements are met. It is superior to SHP in that different structures for a single cutting pattern are found by varying some adjustable parameters provided in the SHP algorithm in Section 3. With this feature, the solution search space is enlarged and the probability that an optimal solution is found is highly improved.
The paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we formulate the combined problem with production cost for 1.5DCSP. A new nonlinear mathematical model is set up. In Section 3, the subproblem is generated and solved in a heuristic way. Then in Section 4 the SHP algorithm is proposed and improved into an iterative sequential heuristic procedure. Some numerical results are provided in Section 5 to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. Finally, we summarize the paper and give suggestions for future work.
1.5-Dimensional cutting stock problem
The problem can be described as follows (see Fig. 1 ):
For a given planning horizon T weeks, N rectangular stock sheets are available (called input sheets). The width of each input sheet is W, while the length of the input sheets of type i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) is L i , and D i sheets of type i are available. (In our problem D i is possibly a small number and frequently equal to 1.) There are in total n customers ordering n types of rectangular sheets. The length and width of the ordered sheets of type j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is given by l j and w j , where l j is usually larger than L i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). The problem consists of selecting a subset from a set of input stock sheets, which can be used for cutting into a number of smaller rectangular pieces so as to minimize total production cost and meet demand.
In our problem, other technical constraints must also be taken into account. We first introduce some definitions, which are very common in manufacturing and are necessary for formulating the constraints. All major notations are detailed in Table 1 . Width of the ordered sheet of type j A The total area of the ordered sheets with index 1 6 j 6 m A 0 The total area of the ordered sheets with index m < j 6 n Calculated or intermediated quantities B Subset of the input sheets used for cutting pattern P, called packet B c(P, l P )
Production time for performing a cutting pattern P with pattern length l P C a (P),C r (P) Absolute (relative) production cost for cutting pattern P with pattern length l P l B Packet length for packet B l rB
Length of the residual part of the input sheet used in packet B r h , r v , S K , l c Four adjustable parameters r(P, P 0 ) Reel change time for cutting pattern P s(P)
Setup time for cutting pattern P w r
Width of the waste strip V Cutting task V = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l m , l m+1 , . . . , l n } l(P, l P , P 0 ) Total production time to prepare and perform a cutting pattern P with pattern length l P q(P, l P ) Total trim loss for cutting pattern P with pattern length l P Decision variables l P k Pattern length for cutting pattern P k P k Subset of output sheets placed on each input sheet in packet B k p Number of cutting patterns indexed from 1 to p
Minimum accepted length
The first definition is as a result of the ordered sheets usually being larger than the input sheets in length (see Fig. 1 ). To solve this problem, a valid partition of the ordered sheets is necessary (see Fig. 2 ). For each ordered sheet of length l j (1 6 j 6 n), the customer will allow the order to be delivered in several pieces (called output sheets) with width w j and lengths l jk , where P k l jk ¼ l j , l jk P K (k = 1, 2, . . .) and K is the minimum length the customer will accept.
Patterns
The concept of ÔpatternsÕ is directly related to the cutter knife change time (setup cost) and cutting time. The cutting process cuts the output sheets from rolls of input sheets (see Fig. 3 ). The cutting speed is denoted by v. There are (up to) u knives, which can horizontally cut the input sheet into up to u output sheets. To simplify the problem, we assume u as a big enough number. Let a j be the number of times that ordered sheet j is cut out and in the case when P n j¼1 a j w j 6 W , a waste strip with width w r is also cut out. We call the combination P n j¼1 a j w j þ w r ¼ W a cutting pattern expressed as P = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n }. Each cutting pattern P has a fixed length, which is called pattern length expressed as l P . Cutting pattern P and pattern length l P are decided by the algorithm. The time for performing a cutting pattern P with pattern length l P is denoted by c(P, l P ). We have c(P, l P ) = l P /v.
Knives are set by hand, so the machine needs to be stopped when there are cutting pattern changes. The time to change the cutter knife is called a setup cost. In our problem the setup cost of the machine is S. Specially, the setup cost for changing one knife is s < S. So we need not reset the whole machine when there is only one knife to be changed. The setup cost s(P) for cutting pattern P is discussed in Appendix A. Fig. 3 gives an example with two cutting patterns P and P 0 of pattern length l P and l P 0 , respectively. We see only one knife needs to be changed to set up the machine from pattern P to pattern P 0 .
Packets
The third definition is of a ÔpacketÕ. This notion relates to the reel change time. The final output sheets are coiled on a reel, which may need to be changed to receive the next output sheet. This reel change operation only occurs under the condition that different cutting patterns exist on one input sheet, as in Fig. 3 . Here, two reel changes are required to receive all the output sheets and intermediate sheets. To clarify the condition if there are pattern changes within one input sheet, we give the following definition.
For a given cutting pattern P, the pattern length l P can be larger or smaller than an output sheet i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) in length. We need to select a subset from the set of input sheets, so that the combination length of these input sheets is larger than l P (see Fig. 4 ). That is
, where b i is the number of times that input sheet i is used for cutting pattern P and L i is the length of input sheet i (see Table  1 ). We call such combination of input sheets a packet, denoted as B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b N } and the packet length
Let l r = l B À l P be the length of the residual part of the input sheet used. There are two kinds of combinations of input sheets that can be selected for l P (see Fig. 4 ). When l r < K (Fig. 4(a) ), there is no need to change reels because the residual part of the input sheet will be regarded as waste. Otherwise, the residual part of the input sheet will be used for the next cutting pattern and the reel change operation between the two different cutting patterns P, P 0 is incurred on the last input sheet used ( Fig. 4(b) ). The reel change cost between P, P 0 is denoted by r(P, P 0 ). We are only concerned with how many times an ordered sheet j appears in P 0 in order to decide the number of reels that need to be changed to receive more ordered sheets j. Thus let maxfa 0 j À a j ; 0g denote the number difference of ordered sheet j appearing on P, P 0 and let t denote the time for changing one reel, we have
. Two combinations of input sheets used for pattern length l P .
Due dates
The fourth definition is related to due dates of the ordered sheets. Due to the machine capacity, not all the orders can be fulfilled in one production plan. Of the n orders, only the first m (m 6 n), which have due dates within the first week of the planning horizon T weeks, are considered mandatory orders. The remaining n À m orders with the due dates after the first week are optional orders and only indicative for cutting. To ensure that all the orders within the first week of the planning horizon have been met, we give the following definition for a cutting task. The cutting patterns are denoted as P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k , . . . and are generated and used sequentially. After k À 1 cutting patterns have been cut, then V k ¼ fl
. . . ; l k n g denotes the kth cutting task, where l k j is the length of the residual part of the ordered sheet j left to be cut. Hence, we have a sequence of cutting tasks, V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k , . . . where V 1 = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n } is the initial cutting task. According to the preceding analysis of due date constraints, we can say a cutting task is fulfilled, if and only if Fig. 5 gives an example of the relationship between V 1 , P 1 Á l P 1 and V 2 using equation
Mathematical formulation
To formulate our problem, we introduce the following decision variables. Let p be the number of cutting patterns. For each cutting pattern P k (k = 1, 2, . . . , p), l P k is the pattern length and a jk (1 6 j 6 n) is the jth entry of vector P k indicating the number of times that the jth ordered sheet appears in cutting pattern P k . For each pattern length l P k , B k is the corresponding packet. The ith entry of vector B k is b ik (1 6 i 6 N), which denotes the number of times that the ith input sheet is used in packet B k . We count the material wastage by c 1 per unit area and the time wastage by c 2 per unit time.
Let C T be the total production cost incurred by trim loss and production time, where production time includes three factors: cutting time, cutter knife changes time (setup cost) and reel change time. Let qðP k ; l P k Þ and lðP k ; l P k ; P kþ1 Þ denote the trim loss and the production time for cutting pattern P k with pattern length l P k . We have lðP k ; l P k ; P kþ1 Þ ¼ cðP k ; l P k Þ þ sðP k Þ þ rðP k ; P kþ1 Þ, in which r(P k , P k+1 ) and cðP k ; l P k Þ were discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The computation of qðP k ; l P k Þ and s(P k ) are discussed in Appendix A. Thus C T can be expressed as When m 5 n, the total area of the ordered sheets cut is not a fixed value. As a result, we cannot compare the efficiency of the different solutions by their total production cost C T . The criterion to judge whether a solution is more efficient is given by the unit cost C U = C T /(A + a AE A 0 ), where 0 6 a 6 1 and A and A 0 denote the total area of ordered sheets with index j 6 m and j > m, respectively. In our problem, we take a = 0.5. Thus the objective of our problem is to find a production plan so that the unit cost C U is minimized and can be expressed as
The constraints of this problem have been described in Sections 2.1-2.4. This problem is obviously a multi-objective and multi-constraint problem. As a result, an iterative sequential heuristic procedure is proposed to solve this problem. Sections 3 and 4 describes the details of the algorithm.
Lower bound
The 1.5DCSP can be converted into classical 1DCSP under three assumptions: (1) Material wastage is the only criteria to be considered in the total production cost, c 2 = 0. (2) There are no due date constraints for the ordered sheet, m = n. (3) The length of the input sheets is unlimited and there is no minimum length requirement for the output sheets. With the first two assumptions, we have qðP k ; l P k Þ ¼ W Á P p k¼1 l P k À A and A 0 = 0. Then the objective function can be written as
Given c 1 and
are all constant numbers, the objective function can be simply transformed to min P p k¼1 l P k . Thus a simplified mathematical model M is set up under assumption (1), (2) and (3).
This is a classical 1DCSP mathematical model, which can be solved exactly using a column generation scheme and dynamic programming. In order to test the efficiency of our algorithms for the 1.5DCSP, we use the optimal solution of the 1DCSP as a lower bound.
Solving subproblems
This section presents an algorithm for the subproblem that arises from the general problem. This algorithm can be used as a subroutine in the sequential heuristic procedure algorithm for solving our problem approximately. Then the sequential heuristic procedure algorithm will be improved through an iterative procedure so that the whole solution of the general problem will be highly improved.
Given kth cutting task V k , the set of feasible cutting pattern P k is huge. We call CðP k ; l P k ; P kþ1 Þ ¼ c 1 Á qðP k ; l P k Þ þ c 2 Á lðP k ; l P k ; P kþ1 Þ the absolute pattern cost, simply denoted as C a (P k ). In a similar way to the analysis of the unit cost C U of the general problem in Section 2.5, we define relative pattern cost
k Þ, as the criteria to judge if cutting pattern P k is efficient, where A k and A 0 k denote total area cut out of the ordered sheets with index j 6 m and j > m for cutting pattern P k , respectively. Thus the objective of the subproblem is to find a cutting pattern P k with pattern length l P k so that its respective pattern cost C r (P k ) is minimized. The following five constraints must be satisfied:
0 6 b ik 6 D i and integer; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N ; ð5Þ
where w r k and l r k denote the width of the waste strip and the length of residual part of the input sheet used in pattern P k , respectively. Other coefficients have been introduced in Section 2.5 (see Table 1 also). Constraint (7) is included in order to satisfy l js P K as illustrated in Fig. 4(b) .
3.1. Determine pattern length l P k l P k is determined according to two conditions (see Diagram 1). Given the cutting task V k ¼ fl
. . . ; l k n g, a series of cutting patterns {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P kÀ1 } have been identified. Since the total length of the input sheets used should be greater than or equal to the total pattern length generated, we have
where b is is the number of times input sheet i is used to pack pattern length l P s and l r kÀ1 is the length of the residual part of the last input sheet used after k À 1 cutting patterns.
Condition 1. If l r kÀ1 P K, the residual part of the input sheet can be stored as a new input sheet. As a result N = N + 1, L N ¼ l r kÀ1 and D N = 1. In the real-life condition, this newly generated input sheet should be used as soon as possible. The factory only permits the last input sheet generated to be stored in the warehouse. Thus, we define l P k ¼ l r kÀ1 , l r k ¼ 0 and B k = {0, 0, . . . , 0, 1} correspondingly.
Condition 2. If l r kÀ1 < K, the residual part of the input sheet used will be regarded as a waste. We need to decide the pattern length l P k according to the unfulfilled cutting task V k and the remaining set of input sheets. As a result of the due date constraint, each cutting pattern should include the output sheets with index j 6 m as far as possible. We decide l P k with l k j ð1 6 j 6 mÞ heuristically. Let l P k ¼ l k j =h, h = 1, 2, . . . If l P k < K, let l P k ¼ K and determine the corresponding packet B k = {b k1 , b k2 , . . . , b kN } for l P k by solving two 1D knapsack problems as follows:
Combination (8) and (9) represent two packing conditions as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). In combination (9), S K is an adjustable parameter within bounds. Different packets B k will be obtained with different values of S K . Initially we set S K = 0. The bounds and method of varying S K are discussed in Section 4.2.
Finally we need to adjust l P k to a feasible pattern length. Combination (a) in Fig. 6 generates more material wastage and combination (b) results in more reel changes and setup costs. It is necessary to make a choice. Thus a critical length l c is found heuristically, that can be adjusted to influence the selection of the two combinations as follows. If l r k1 < l c is chosen as in combination (a), set l P k ¼ l P k þ l r k1 ¼ l B k and l r k ¼ 0. Otherwise combination (b) is chosen where l P k ¼ l P k and l r k ¼ l r k2 þ K þ S T . Thus we get l P k , l r k and B k = {b 1k , b 2k , . . . , b Nk } that satisfy constraints (4)-(7). Section 4.2 discusses the bounds on l c and how it is varied. In Diagram 1, we give the structure of the algorithm for the subproblem. The subroutine for deciding P k and computing c r (P k ) for a given pattern length l P k will be described in the next section. 
Decide cutting pattern P k
A heuristic rule is proposed for deciding the number of times that the ordered sheet j should appear in cutting pattern P k . This is influenced by two adjustable parameters r v and r h . Initially, r v and r h are set to zero. The bounds and methods of varying r v and r h are discussed in Section 4.2.
Two further parameters are introduced indicating the two types of trim loss. One comes from the waste strip with width w r k , which is called vertical loss (see Fig. 7(a) ). The other arises when a pattern P k with length l P k is cut with output sheets shorter than l P k , which is called horizontal loss (see Fig. 7(b) and (c) ). Fig. 7(c) ), the potential horizontal loss incurred is also included in the pattern cost C(P k ) as defined in Appendix A. Thus two adjustable parameters r v and r h are produced to restrict the trim loss in two dimensions.
In order to minimize the vertical trim loss, the following minimization should be solved:
This is a classical 1D knapsack problem and can be solved to optimality with dynamic programming
ðzðy À w i Þ þ w i ; y P w i Þ; y P min j2J w j ;
where z(y) is the optimal value for any given width y. However, the optimal solution to the vertical trim loss problem most likely generates a poor solution to the horizontal trim loss problem. The adjustable parameter r h is given to restrict the horizontal trim loss within certain bounds. This only applies when j satisfies one of the following conditions: (1) l Fig. 7(b) and (c) ). Thus the heuristic rule is given as follows: for each given width y, we find the ordered piece j with the equation:
Set y ¼ y À w j and l k j ¼ l k j À l P k , the cutting pattern P k will be found by repeating this heuristic procedure until y < min j2J w j . Furthermore, to reduce the setup and reel change costs between two different cutting patterns P k and P k+1 within one packet B k , we exchange the pattern length l P k in Eq. (11) for l B k in the condition that l r k ¼ l B k À l P k P K. In this way, the ordered piece j found may appear not only in cutting pattern P k but also in P k+1 thus reduce the setup and reel change costs. Diagram 2 gives the subroutine for deciding P k and the detail of this algorithm is shown in Appendix B.
Different pattern lengths are found for different combinations of j (j 2 J) and h (h = 1, 2, . . .), and different cutting patterns are decided correspondingly. The associated pattern costs C r (P k ) are compared and the smallest is selected as our final solution. Combining Diagram 1 with Diagram 2, we get the structure of the algorithm for solving the subproblem. 4. Algorithms to solve general 1.5DCSP
As we have introduced in Section 1, sequential heuristic procedure (SHP) is based on the idea that cutting patterns are generated and used sequentially until all the requirements are met. ''The primary advantage of SHP is its ability to control factors other than trim loss and to eliminate rounding problems by working only with integer values. The major disadvantage is that it may generate a solution that has a greatly increased trim loss, because of the so-called ending conditions'' (Haessler and Sweeney, 1991) . Thus we first solve the general 1.5DCSP with the SHP algorithm. Then the SHP algorithm is modified by changing some of the adjustable parameters in the subproblem solution so that more combinatorial conditions can be found, namely the solution search space is enlarged. We call this approach an incomplete enumerative procedure. The two algorithms are given below.
SHP algorithm
Fix the values of the adjustable parameters described in Section 3 such that S k ¼ S k 0 , l c ¼ l c 0 , r h ¼ r h 0 and r v ¼ r v 0 . Then the SHP algorithm generates an approximate solution to the general 1.5DCSP using the following procedure:
1. Compute the descriptors of the order requirements yet to be scheduled. Here the descriptors are the number of input sheets still to be cut and the cutting task V k ¼ fl
Diagram 2. Subroutine to find pattern P k for the given pattern length l P k .
2. Exhaustively search for the next cutting pattern P k to be entered into the solution with the heuristic methods proposed in Section 3. Specially, if the packet length is larger than the pattern length, two cutting patterns P k and P k+1 should be decided at the same time within one packet so that the reel change cost can be defined exactly. 3. If the patterns are found, add these patterns to the solution. Reduce the order requirements and return to 1. 4. If no pattern is found, release the restriction to the horizontal trim loss by setting r h = r h + K/g and return to 2. Here g is the maximum number of iterations allowed from Steps 2-4.
The algorithm described above has a relatively low computational complexity. For medium-sized industrial problems, the computation time is within one second on a PIII450 computer under Windows 2000 Professional. For very large problems containing over 50 types of input sheets and 20 types of output sheets with length requirement exceeding 100,000 m, it only needs several seconds. However, this algorithm gives a poor solution to the problem because of the greatly increased trim loss incurred from the ending condition. The structure of the SHP algorithm is given in Diagram 3.
We now describe the iterative sequential heuristic procedure that produces better solutions than SHP algorithm while increasing computation time (Diagram 4).
Diagram 3. Structure of SHP algorithm to solve the general 1.5DCSP with fixed parameters.
Iterative sequential heuristic
Clearly one exact algorithm for finding the optimal solution to our 1.5DCSP is to enumerate all the feasible solutions and pick the one with the lowest unit cost. Unfortunately, the running time for this exhaustive search becomes prohibitively large even for instances of fairly small size. Branch and bound and dynamic programming are two implicitly enumerative algorithms, which incur high computational cost. Simply to find the appropriate partitions of the lengths of the ordered sheets will cost Oð Q n j¼1 v ajÀ1 Þ time, where a j = bl j /Kc represents maximum partition numbers of length l j and v = max i2I L i À K is the length of the scope bK, max i2I L i c, from which we can select an acceptable length of output sheet. Thus an iterative sequential heuristic procedure is proposed to search the feasible solutions in a profitable way, so that the computation time is greatly reduced and a satisfactory solution is found.
The two basic parameters of this algorithm are restrictions to the vertical trim loss and the horizontal trim loss r v and r h . The varying scope of r v is from 0 to min j2J w j and the varying scope of r h is from 0 to K. Initially, we set the two parameters r v = r h = 0. Let k 1 and k 2 denote the number of times parameters r v and r h can be adjusted within their varying bounds, respectively. Then vary these two parameters in the SHP algorithm by first fixing r h and adding min j2J w j /k 1 to r v , followed by fixing r h and adding K/k 2 to r h . As a result, the combination condition of the solutions found with SHP algorithm is greatly changed and the solutions found are all near optimal. We can pick the one with the lowest unit cost as our final solution. The computational complexity of this procedure is only k 1 AE k 2 times that of the SHP algorithm, which is analyzed in Section 4.3. The selection of k 1 , k 2 depends on the available computing time. Obviously, the larger the value of k 1 and k 2 , the more combinations condition can be enumerated and the better the final solution will be. Since this procedure takes SHP algorithm as a subroutine by varying the parameters in the SHP algorithm, we call it an iterative sequential heuristic procedure.
There are also some other parameters of this algorithm, like S K and critical length l c (see Section 3.1), which are critical in deciding the pattern length l P k and packet length l B k . Their bounds are chosen to be [0, K/2]. We vary the values of these two parameters in the same way as r v and r h where k 3 and k 4 could be the number of times S K and l c vary. Then more efficient solutions could be enumerated and the final solution can be further improved. However, it is clear that the more parameters concerned, the more complex the algorithm will be. Users can chose the enumerative level by only varying two parameters r v and r h or varying all the parameters depending on the available computation time. Some computation results of this algorithm are given in Section 5.
Computational complexity analysis
We solve the two 1D knapsack problems (8) and (9) with a hill climbing method in O(N 3 ) time. The complexity for executing the dynamic programming-based algorithm in Section 3.2 is O(W AE n) proved in the literature (Gilmore and Gomory, 1966) . Let a = max j2J a j , the computational complexity for solving the subproblem is O(max(m 2 AE a 2 AE N 3 , W AE n)) according to the procedure given in Appendix B. The general computational complexity is k times that of the subproblem. We have k = l AE k 1 AE k 2 AE k 3 AE k 4 , where l is the number of sequences in the SHP algorithm and k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 are the numbers of steps that the parameters r v , r h , S T , l c take within their varying scope, respectively. In our algorithm, we take k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = 8 and k 4 = 2 or 3 according to the size of the problem.
Computational result
We first test our algorithms on six real instances provided by our industrial partner (Section 5.1). This test shows that the solutions, which are provided by our algorithms in acceptable running time, improve the performance of our industrial partner about 10%. In order to evaluate the quality of the solutions provided by this algorithm, we also design a group of randomly generated instances and compare the solutions of real instances and randomly generated instances with their lower bounds (Section 5.2). Since the lower bound can be found only for problems without due date constraints, then the lower bound is not particularly tight.
The algorithm is implemented in C++ under Windows 2000 Professional. All data is assumed to be integer. The computing times are given in seconds required on a PC PIII450.
Comparison with partner solutions
Computational results are summarized in Table 2 . The first four columns give the size of the real instances, in which V m = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l m } is the set of the ordered sheets to be fully cut and e T m V m gives the total length of the ordered sheet with index j 6 m. The unit cost C U of the solution obtained by our partner is given in column ÔPartÕ. We have coded the iterative sequential heuristic procedure described in Section 4 in two enumerative levels, denoted as algorithm ISHP1 and algorithm ISHP2. In ISHP1, we allow two parameters, r v and r h , to vary and parameter S K and l c are fixed as
. Thus in algorithm ISHP1, k = l AE k 1 AE k 2 . In algorithm ISHP2, we allow all the four parameters r v , r h , S K and l c to vary within their bounds. When each combination value of r v , r h , S K and l c generates a near optimal solution, we select the one with lowest unit cost as our final solution. Thus in ISHP2, k = l AE k 1 AE k 2 AE k 3 AE k 4 . The comparison of the computation time in seconds (see column ÔCPU (s)Õ), unit cost C U (see column C U · 10 À5 ) and the improve ratio of each solution from our partnersÕ (see column ÔImp. (%)Õ) are given in column ÔISHP1Õ and ÔISHP2Õ, respectively.
In Table 2 , the last row gives the average value of each column. We see that algorithm ISHP1 improves the solution of our industrial partner by about 10.76% on average and the improve ratio of ISHP2 is 20.16% on average. While we can also see that the computing time of ISHP2 is much more than that of algorithm ISHP1. These two algorithms can be used for different purposes. The algorithm ISHP2 can be run at night to build the work plan for the next day. The algorithm ISHP1 can be used by commercial agents to cope with instant requirement.
Comparison with lower bound
We firstly use the input data from the real instances, as were considered, in Table 2 and compare the performance of our algorithms with the lower bound for the real instances. The computational results are summarized in Table 3 .
We also compare the solutions obtained by our algorithm with the lower bound for 14 randomly generated instances. The performance of our algorithms with respect to the lower bound for the randomly generated instances is summarized in Table 4 . The input data are chosen from a uniform distribution as follows. For a given width of the input sheet W and a given number m of ordered sheets, the length of the input sheets and ordered sheets L i , l j and width of ordered sheets w j are in [1500, 2500] As we have introduced in Section 2.5, the lower bound is obtained under the assumption that due date constraints are relaxed and trim loss is the only criteria to be considered. That is, m = n and c 2 = 0 are assumed and the objective function is transformed to min P p k¼1 l P k (see Section 2.6). Then we get the lower bound LB ¼ P p k¼1 l P k of each instance in column ÔLBÕ by solving mathematical model M in Section 2.6 optimally. We also solve the simplified 1.5DCSP mathematical model (m = n, c 2 = 0 and using min P p k¼1 l P k as the objective function) with algorithm ISHP1 and ISHP2 and compare the solutions with their corresponding lower bounds. The comparison of the computation time in seconds (see column ÔCPU (s)Õ), total pattern length P p k¼1 l P k (see column P p k¼1 l P k ) and the deviation ratio of each solution from the lower boundsÕ (see column ÔDev. (%)Õ) are given in column ÔISHP1Õ and ÔISHP2Õ, respectively. Tables 3 and 4 show that ISHP2 provides better solutions than those from ISHP1, while the computation time of ISHP1 is less than ISHP2. However, the two algorithms both generate solutions with a small deviation from their lower bound. Note that the lower bound is found without considering constraints described in Sections 2.1-2.4. For example, given the minimum accepted length K, it is possible that pattern length l P k obtained in the final solution of lower bound is smaller than K, which breaks minimum length requirement in Section 2.1. Thus the lower bound is loose and may not accordingly test the effectiveness of our algorithms. Note also that solutions of ISHP1 and ISHP2 deviate highly from their lower bound in some instances, which are labeled with '' * ''. However, we cannot say that solutions of the two instances are poor. We suggest that a tighter lower bound should be found.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose an iterative sequential heuristic procedure for a real-life 1.5-dimensional cutting stock problem arising in a make-to-order plastic company. The essential feature of this algorithm is to allow four adjustable parameters vary in SHP procedures so that the solution search space is enlarged and ending conditions are eliminated.
A new mathematical model for this multi-objective and multi-constraint problem is formulated and the four objective functions are analyzed in details.
Some computational results show that the algorithm can provide solutions that balance the several objectives and greatly improved the solutions used by our industrial partner. However, there are still some theoretical work required such as worst-case analysis and tighter lower bounds with which we can evaluate the performance of the algorithms. Trim loss qðP k ; l P k Þ. Let q v ðP k ; l P k Þ and q h ðP k ; l P k Þ denote the vertical trim loss and horizontal trim loss, respectively. We have qðP k ; l P k Þ ¼ q v ðP k ; l P k Þ þ q h ðP k ; l P k Þ ¼ w r k Á l P k þ P n j¼1 T ða jk Á l P k ; l k j Þ, where T ða jk Á l P k ; l k j Þ is the function, which returns the horizontal trim loss induced by ordered sheet of type j in cutting pattern P k .
Setup cost s(P k ). The setup cost is calculated as follows: let P e = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P z } be the set of existing cutting patterns with set size z. For each existing cutting pattern P i 2 P e , i 6 z, compute F i = Comparepatterns (P i , P k ). Let F = min{F i ji = 1, 2, . . . , z}. If F = 0, set s(P k ) = 0. If 0 < F AE s < S, set s(P k ) = F AE s. If F AE s P S, set s(P k ) = S, P e ¼ P e [ P ki and z = z + 1. In the above procedure, function Comparepatterns(P a , P b ) returns the number of times that the cutter knives on P a should be changed to get cutting pattern P b .
Appendix B. Approximate solution to the subproblem
The heuristic algorithm for deciding cutting pattern P k is given as follows:
Initialization. Solve the minimizing problem w r k ¼ minfw r j P n j¼1 a jk Á w j þ w r ¼ W À r v ; a jk P 0; integerg with dynamic programming equation (10) and store the optimal value z(y) for each given width y, 0 6 y 6 W.
Step 1. Decide l P k , l B k and B k for the given ordered sheetj ðj 6 mÞ andhðh ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ. Set P k = {a 1k , a 2k , . . . , a nk } = {0}. Let P k ¼ f a 1k ; a 2k ; . . . ; a nk g denotes the fixed part of the cutting pattern P k . Set P kþ1 ¼ f0g. Set y ¼ W À r v Àh Á w~j À P n j¼1 a jk Á w j , a~j k ¼ a~j k þh and a jk ¼ a jk þ a jk ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ. Go to Step 2.
Step 2. If l B k ¼ l P k and y P min j2J w j , find the ordered piece j with Eq. (11): w j þ zðy À w j Þ ¼ max j2J fw j þ zðy À w j Þjl k j P l P k þ K À r h or l P k P l k j P l P k À r h g.
Set y ¼ y À w j , a jk ¼ a jk þ 1 and l k j ¼ l k j À l P k . Go to Step 2. If j cannot be found and y P min j2J w j , set r h = r h + K/g. If r h < K go to Step 2, else go to Step 3. If y < min j2J w j , go to Step 3.
Step 3. Different cutting patterns are found for different combinations of j (j 2 J) and h (h = 1, 2, . . .).
Compare the patterns with their relative pattern cost C r (P k ) and select the one with minimum C r (P k ) as our final solution. If l B k À l P k K, Step 2 should be exchanged for Step 2 0 and Step 2 00 as follows:
Step 2 0 . If l B k À l P k P K and y P min j2J w j , find the ordered piece j with Eq. (11 0 ): 11 0 ) and ( * ) has not been exchanged for l P k , set a jkþ1 ¼ a jkþ1 þ 1. Go to Step 2 0 . If j cannot be found and y P min j2J w j , exchange l B k in Eq. (11 0 ) and ( * ) for l P k go to Step 2. If j cannot be found, y P min j2J w j and the l B k in Eq. (11 0 ) and ( * ) has been exchanged for l P k , set r h = r h + K/g. If p2 < K go to Step 2, else go to Step 2 00 . If y < min j2J w j , go to Step 2 00 .
Step 2 00 . Set N = N + 1, L N ¼ l r kÀ1 and D N = 1. Compute cutting pattern P k+1 with procedure Steps 1-3. Go to
Step 3.
We see that in the condition that l B k À l P k P K, two cutting patterns P k and P k+1 will be found in one sequence.
